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Last year I joined the Member Advisory 
Committee for National Co-op Grocers. 
The committee is made up mostly of Co-
op general managers. The purpose of the 
committee is for member Co-ops to serve 
as a sounding board, and advisory panel 
for the NCG, mostly related to programs, 
directions, or decisions that may impact 
individual member Co-ops. 
NCG was founded by GMs who saw the 
natural foods market changing and predicted 
new competitive threats and business 
complexity. They formed NCG, believing 
they would be stronger working together 
to address challenges than they would be 
individually. The NCG’s role is to provide 
the benefit of being “stronger together”, 
mostly by leveraging the buying power of 
150 Co-ops to gain access to better pricing. 
The NCG provides business support, 
resources, services, and advocacy for Co-
ops on a national level. Beside just seeking 
better prices, we are united with NCG in 
our sentiment that the cooperative business 
model represents a positive and important 
alternative and we want to see it thrive. 
While cooperatives still enjoy the benefits 
of scale from collaborative purchasing, 
in almost every other area of operations 
we function as 150 individual businesses, 
duplicating efforts and enjoying no economy 
of scale. Changes in management, changes 
in the market and changes in competition 
can quickly change  individual store 
fortunes. The Member Advisory Committee 
was recently briefed on NCG’s strategy to 
determine other areas where economy of 
scale would benefit member Co-ops. It may 
be that if Co-ops are to remain relevant and 
serve more communities, we may need to 
align around more than just our purchases. 
NCG’s vision for the future, is one where 
we come together and agree to do more in 
common than just purchasing activity. The 

idea is to align around common business 
practices, systems and technologies. In 
finance and accounting, human resources, 
data analysis and retail technology. In so 
doing so, NCG hopes to return greater 
value to co-ops and help co-ops grow 
and thrive for years to come. This doesn’t 
mean Co-ops losing individuality, NCG is 
proposing the opposite. Communities are 
unique and different. Co-ops must serve 
the unique needs of their local shoppers 
and community. They must have their own 
unique identity and story. Co-ops biggest 
strength is their connection with the local 
community. 
However, much of our operations is 
invisible to shoppers: the PLUs the co-op 
uses, the recipe costing software it uses, the 
internal reports it produces, the information 
systems it relies on, the scale systems it 
deploys, etc. And it is in this space, the 
aspects of our businesses that don’t directly 
impact the shopper experience that NCG 
sees great potential. 
I have always viewed the NCG as a buffet. 
We get access to great things to pile on our 
plate, (Co-op Deals!), but there are other 
options that we may pass on, and leave 
sitting in the steam table. We’re independent 
and it’s our choice.  It’s a great combination 
of autonomy and cooperation. When it 
comes to unifying those back-of-the-house 
systems among Co-ops, it won’t make sense 
unless there is wide participation among 
Co-ops. This would be an endeavor that 
would be several years in development and 
implementation. From what I have seen 
so far, it makes sense. According to NCG 
the benefits of aligning around common 
systems, processes and technologies should: 
• Increase profitability. By being more 
efficient and lowering operating costs, 
co-ops can reverse the years-long trend 
of declining earnings and operate more 

profitably. • Increase stability. A single set of 
systems, processes and technologies allows 
for vetted, documented SOPs, better training 
for employees and increased support from 
NCG and vendor partners. • Improved 
business sustainability. By focusing less on 
the maintenance and mechanics of unique 
and customized systems, co-ops can focus 
more on serving customers and ensuring 
a place of prominence in communities for 
years to come. Increased stability from 
aligning around common processes, systems 
and technologies can help co-ops address 
the punishing effects of staff turnover that 
all Co-ops have experienced in all positions 
for years. Stronger training programs 
around common systems will allow staff 
to get up to speed more quickly, increase 
cross-training opportunities and create 
redundancies that don’t turn staff departures 
into crises. 
This all sounds good, but of course the 
proof is in the pudding. There will need to 
be plenty of data showing the savings are 
meaningful, and plenty of evidence that 
Co-ops aren’t compromising. Co-ops are 
fiercely independent, and if this idea is to 
move toward a critical mass, there will be 
lots of back and forth communication and 
collaboration with NCG. My experience 
is that NCG is open and responsive in 
adapting programs based on the feedback 
of member stores. In 2020, NCG rolled 
out a long awaited program called Core 
Sets, a category management program. 
Originally this program was rolled out in 
2016, to a level of resistance and negativity 
from member Co-ops. The NCG took a 
long time, four years to listen to Co-ops 
and adapt the program. The resulting 
version was dramatically improved, and has 
been accepted almost universally among 
members. Autonomy, independence, and 
cooperation works! 

by Kevin Waters
       General Manager

Autonomy, Independence, and Cooperation Works!
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Vision Statement 

Seven Cooperative Principles
• Voluntary and open membership

• Democratic member control
• Member economic participation

• Autonomy and independence
• Education, training and information

• Cooperation among co-ops
• Concern for community
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Promoting the inherently 
healthy relationship between

 food, community, and nature. 

When the fair trade story is told, people 
often focus on the social and economic 
benefits fair trade provides producers, 
which are significant. But the market 
stability that fair trade certification 
creates also empowers farmers to invest 
in farming methods such as regenerative 
agriculture, agroforestry and tropical 
reforestation projects that help to slow 
climate change.

In May of 2018, food co-ops across the 
country partnered with Fair World Project 
to raise awareness about the inspiring 
environmental projects many fair trade 
producers have undertaken in tropical 
areas all over the world. In addition 
to selling over one million dollars of 
fair trade certified products, directly 
benefitting producer communities within 
our supply chain, collectively we raised 
$8,000 for Fair World Project’s Grow 
Ahead initiative, a grassroots effort to 
fund reforestation projects at Cooperative 
Norandino in Peru.

The cooperative is owned by 7,000 
small-scale, fair trade and organic cacao, 
coffee, sugar and fruit farmers in northern 
Peru who will be using the funds to plant 
69,000 native tree seedlings and build two 
plant nurseries. This is part of a larger 
farmer-led reforestation project covering 
136 acres in total. Tropical reforestation 
remains a powerful and well-known 
method of drawing carbon dioxide 
from the atmosphere, making Project 
Drawdown’s top ten list of potential 
climate change solutions.

Fair Trade 
Has a Key Role to Play 
with Climate Change

Food co-ops continue to pursue and 
support projects like Cooperative 
Norandino’s because tropical areas of 
our world are critical parts of our supply 
chain, growing an enormous variety of 
agricultural products from staple grains 
like rice and quinoa, to widely used 
tropical oils like palm and coconut, to 
beloved treats like bananas, coffee and 
chocolate. Many of the methods used to 
farm these products quickly and cheaply 
have taken an enormous toll on the 
people, local economies and environment. 
We believe that working together, people 
and businesses can do better.

Partnering with fair trade companies, 
farmer and producer cooperatives is one 
way of ensuring that the people involved 
throughout our supply chain are properly 
empowered economically and legally. 
Because tropical areas are also critical to 
the protection and improvement of Earth’s 
atmosphere, food co-ops collectively 
have chosen to invest in projects that 
are focused on protecting, growing and 
sustainably managing tropical rainforests, 
like the one our colleagues at Cooperative 
Norandino are pursuing, or our own 
carbon offset program, Co+op Forest.

We are honored to partner with inspiring 
organizations like Fair World Project, 
Cooperative Norandino and fair trade 
cooperatives all over the world to bring 
our customers the very best food the 
world has to offer in a more sustainable 
way. Look for fair trade products when 
you shop at the co-op, your purchase 
makes a difference.
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• Two Trips •
• Your Choice •

10% 
OFF

it’s still         
       MAD!!
during the months 

of February and March

Fair Trade 
Has a Key Role to Play 
with Climate Change
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Roasted Asparagus

Basil

Kitchen Meditations
Winter

     Asparagus
Pizza with Arugula

Talk About Herbs

Ingredients:
1 (10 to 12 ounce) ball of pizza dough; homemade, store-bought, 
or already prepared crust
1 tablespoon olive oil
1/8 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon ground black pepper
¼ cup ricotta cheese
1 cup mozzarella cheese, shredded.
8 asparagus spears, sliced (most tender parts)
2 tablespoons Parmesan cheese, freshly grated
1 cup baby arugula
1 pinch crushed red pepper flakes

Directions:
• Gather ingredients
• Preheat oven to 500° F. 
• On a floured surface, roll out the pizza dough to about a 12-inch round. You 
can also stretch it using your hands. Note that it does not need to be a perfect 
circle!
• Move the dough to the baking sheet and brush with the olive oil. Spread on 
the ricotta cheese and sprinkle with the salt and pepper.
• Wash and trim the woody ends off the asparagus before slicing. Spread 
the pieces over the ricotta cheese and finish by evenly spreading out the 
mozzarella.
• Reduce the oven temp to 450° and bake for approximately 12 minutes. The 
dough should be cooked through and the cheese fully melted.
• Top with the baby arugula, a sprinkle of crushed red pepper flakes and serve!

Ingredients:
1 pound asparagus
1½ teaspoons olive oil
¼ teaspoon salt
Dried basil or thyme

Toppings:
Lemon zest and juice, freshly grated parmesan cheese, pinch red 
pepper flakes, thyme (1/4 tsp dried or 1 tsp fresh), basil (1 tsp dried 
or 1 tbsp fresh), drizzle of aged balsamic vinegar, drizzle of melted 
butter.

Directions:
• Preheat the oven to 425 degrees F. Lin a rimmed baking sheet with 
parchment paper or lightly coat with oil or non-stick spray.
• Snap off the woody ends of the asparagus by holding the stem end in 
one hand and gripping near the base with the other. • Briskly bend; the 
asparagus will naturally snap in the right place. Discard the ends.
• Arrange asparagus on the baking sheet. Drizzle with olive oil and 
sprinkle with salt and any herbs you are using. Toss to coat, then 
spread into an even layer.
• Bake the asparagus of 9-11 minutes (for thin stalks) or 15 to 20 
minutes (for thicker stalks), JUST until it pierces easily with a fork.
• Sprinkle the finished dish with toppings of your choice. It’s really 
good with a combination of Lemon zest and a little juice, a sprinkle of 
parmesan and red pepper flakes. Enjoy hot or at room temp.

There are over 60 varieties of basil, some of which are red or purple, and each has its own distinct flavor. Sweet basil is the most popular 
and the variety that we carry in the Co-op, both fresh in the produce section and dried in bulk herbs. 

Basil is an herb that is a member of the mint family and is essential in Italian cooking, although it is also used in other cuisines including 
Thai, Indonesian and Vietnamese. With a fragrant, sweet smell and slightly peppery taste, it’s known as the main ingredient in traditional 
pesto and also as favorite seasoning in tomato-based pasta sauces. The general rule for substituting dried basil for fresh is to use one-third 
the amount of dried when fresh is called for in a recipe. For example, one tablespoon of fresh, chopped basil equals one teaspoon dried. 

Before using, basil should be rinsed under running water and patted dry. The leaves are most often removed from the stem and torn, 
thinly sliced, or finely chopped. They can also be used whole and added as a pizza topping or garnish. Thicker stems and stalks should 
be discarded because they tend to be bitter, but it is okay to include the small stems in dishes. However, the stems and large veins contain 
compounds that will cause a sauce to turn brown and dark, so it is best to remove them when making pesto. Fresh basil should be added at 
the end of the cooking process, but the dried needs to be incorporated at the beginning so that it has time to soften and infuse with the other 
ingredients. It’s often paired with tomatoes as it helps to mellow out some of the acidity. 
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March 2 - March 29 •  Members Only • 20 % OFF  • In the front dairy cooler

Jake's March
Produce Picks

 Becky's
   March Dairy Pick

 Asparagus

Arugula

Castello Fontina (Danish-style)

Grown and used since ancient Roman times, arugula was first used as a medicinal herb 
and aphrodisiac. The leafy green is now popular in Italian cuisine and is grown and eaten 
around the world. The leaves tend to be deep green in color with deep notches up and 
down both sides. Some leaves have full, round ends while others are pointier. Arugula 
is frequently eaten raw as a salad green, but can also be enjoyed cooked in a variety of 
dishes. The peppery taste pairs nicely with other strong flavors like salty cheeses and bright 
citrus. It's also used to top cooked pizzas or whirled into pesto. Sauté the greens for a mild 
side dish or add to soups, pasta, and more.

Even though arugula appears frequently in spring salad mixes, it is actually a member of 
the cabbage and mustard green family. This explains its signature peppery bite, prized by 
chefs and home cooks alike. Also known as rocket, rucola, and roquette, the green can be 
found year-round but is in peak season in the early spring and fall. It is quick and easy to 
prepare and, while it's more expensive than plain old lettuce, affordable.

Asparagus, easily recognizable with its long, pointy spears, is a 
perennial plant that is a member of the lily family. The edible, 
slender shoots, with their pointy, scaled tips are actually the 
young stems of the whole asparagus plant which, if left to grow, 
will become a feathery giant (5-6ft. tall) that dies back in the fall. 
Asparagus grows all over the world, from the tip of South Africa 
to Siberia! The biggest producers are China, Peru, Germany 
and the U.S. It thrives in temperate climates where the ground 
freezes. 

Although asparagus can be grown from seed, it is difficult and 
time-consuming because it will take an extra year of growth 
before harvest is possible. Planting asparagus as crowns, the 
one-year-old roots, will shorten the process. Find a place in your 
garden where it can be left to grow undisturbed for many years, 
up to 30, with appropriate care. An extensive root system will 
allow these plants to seek moisture deep within the soil. Once 
established, asparagus will require watering only occasionally, 
while in dry climates, it will need to be watered regularly, about 
once every two weeks. Even with the most attentive of care, an 
asparagus bed won’t hit its stride for several years, but once that 
happens your crop will bear delicious spears spring after spring 
for a very long time.

Castello Fontina Cheese is a semi-soft, smooth textured cow’s milk cheese. It’s mild, with a mellow, sweet aroma 
and delicate buttery flavor. It’s a versatile cheese, quite sliceable, and perfect for shredding into a variety of recipes. 
Produced in Hollandtown, Wisconsin, Castello Fontina is an exceptional cheese made traditionally, using premium 
milk sourced from local farmers. It melts beautifully with no oily residue and can be used in place of mozzarella. Its 
gourmet character makes it perfect for fondues or served with fruit, nuts and crusty bread. If you’d like to serve it 
with wine, pair it with a chardonnay or merlot. Not a wine lover? Try your favorite craft beer. Savor the moment!

Say cheese!

Peppery, spicy, & slightly tart . . . arugula!
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CO-OPCommunity 
Thank You Co-op Volunteers!

Many thanks to these member volunteers
 for their January service.

January
Round Up
$1138.00

Round Up
 for 

March

Round Up
 for 

April

Round Up Donation Program
The Silver City Food Co-op invites you to “Round Up.”  This means as a customer you can round up the bal-
ance of your total purchase to the nearest dollar, thereby donating that amount to a local non-profit. Donation 
recipients change every month. Information can be obtained at the cash registers when you check out. Many 
thanks to our cashiers who make this program work so that we can all give to our community.

Silver City

Food Co-op

Gift Card

Give a 
gift card 
to a friend!

Give the gift of health,
nourishment and taste.

Renew 
your membership

and reap 
the rewards!

MAD seven times a year!
Members Only Specials!

Discounts on Special Orders! 
You’ll be supporting our local 

& regional food shed & 
you’ll help to build a resilient local economy. 

You Own It!

Dormir es Poder

Jane Papin • Sue Childers • Tasha Marshe 
Tammy Pittman • Tim Garner

Upper Gila Watershed Alliance will offer a 
solutions-oriented eco-camp for youth focused 
on climate and biodiversity issues with a regional emphasis.

Upper Gila
Watershed Alliance

Silver City
Community Theater

Dormir es Poder is primarily focused 
on raising funds for humanitarian aid 
on both sides of the US/Mexico border, including access to 
healthy and sustainable foods. As part of this focus, Dormir es 
Poder is working to support the launch of the self-sustaining 
farm created by Father Hetor Trejo Cano in Ciudad Juarez. The 
farm, or “la granja,” will provide nutritious, wholesome, natural 
foods to the hundreds of migrants who pass through Father 
Trejo’s San Matias and Espiritu Santo shelters. The commitment 
to a healthy, sustainable lifestyle should be accessible to even the 
most vulnerable. 

Silver City Community Theater has found a home at the new 
"Starlight Theater" where they will stage an in person (COVID 
safe) production in Spring 2022. All Co-op Round Up funds will 
go directly to this production. 
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Do you love your Co-op?  
Do you want to help get 

the word out 
about the issues 

facing the Co-op?  
We would love your help writing articles 

for the Garbanzo Gazette!

Calling for 
    Guest Writers!

Members, if interested please email 
judith@silvercityfoodcoop.coop

Three hours earns a 15% Volunteer Discount 

We now have rainchecks 
to give our member/owners 

and customers 
better service!

RAIN CHECK

We will happily carry
your purchases
to your vehicle,
wherever you’re parked!

½ OFF 
Local Produce

everyday
with your EBT card

by Sue Ann Childers, 
       Recycling Volunteer

Silver City Recycles
305 S. Bullard St. at the corner of Sonora Street

Recycling drop-off times for March: 
Two Saturdays, the 12th and the 26th, 12 - 2pm. 

For more information: 
silvercitynmrecycles@gmail.com or: www.t2t.green

From Chris Lemme: "Check out our new website! Please let us know if you 
see something that doesn't make sense or may be incorrect, and bear with us 
as we transition to this new platform. It has a whole bunch of functionality 
like a calendar, email signup and more. https://silvercityrecycles.org/"

Betcha didn’t know that March is National Peanut Month! In honor of this 
wonderful plant, we’ve gathered together some fun fact for your reading enjoyment.
“Goober” is a nickname for peanuts and comes from “nguba,” the word for peanut 
in the Congo.
George Washington Carver didn’t actually invent peanut butter but, because he discovered many ways to use 
peanuts, he was known as the “plant doctor” and the “grandfather of peanuts.”
Peanuts are not actually nuts. They’re legumes. Nuts grow on trees and peanuts grow underground.
Peanuts are a great source of protein and are packed with healthy nutrients, dietary minerals, antioxidants, 
fiber and vitamins (especially B and E).
There are over 500 peanuts in a 12 oz. jar of PB.
It’s illegal in the U.S. to label a product “peanut butter” if it contains less than 90% peanuts.
Peanut shells can be used to make kitty litter, fire kindling logs, packing material and compost.
There are four varieties of peanuts: Runner, Virginia, Spanish and Valencia.
The phrase “peanut gallery” comes from the 1800s when people sitting in the audience upper levels of stage 
productions would throw peanuts at performers if they didn’t like the show!  
There are enough peanuts produced on one acre of land to make 30,000 peanut butter and jelly sandwiches!

Celebrate Peanuts !
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Across
4. This type of apricot is the most consumed dried

apricot in the world.
7. Botanically speaking, Quinoa is a relative of

spinach, beets, and _______. It's actually not a

   Down
1. Because of their hard, shell-like appearance black

beans are also nick-named after this type of
reptile. "Black ______ Beans."

2. This country produces the second most apricots in

BULK
DEPT
COOP

Hummingbird
Black Beans
reg $2.39#

Members Only Specials!
20% OFF Regular Prices 

March 2 - March 29

Backroads
Gluten-Free Granola

reg $11.29#

Hummingbird
Apple Cider Venegar

reg $2.49#

Hummingbird
Garbanzo Bean Flour

reg $3.19#

UNFI
Red Quinoa
reg $3.89#

Tierra Farms
White Turkish Apricots

reg $7.39#

Across
4. This type of apricot is the most consumed dried
apricot in the world.
7. Botanically speaking, Quinoa is a relative of
spinach, beets, and _______. It's actually not a
grain at all!
9. This complete protein has roughly 120 known
varieties with red, black, and white being the most
commercialized.
10. Chickpeas currently supply over _____ percent 
of the world with protein.
12. Black Beans originated from this continent.
13. The number of essential amino acids found in
Quinoa.
15. 7,500 year old remains of chickpeas have been
found in this region.
16. The main ingredient in A.C.V.

Down
1. Because of their hard, shell-like appearance black
beans are also nick-named after this type of
reptile. "Black ______ Beans."
2. This country produces the second most apricots in
the world.
3. This Greek physician, known as the father of
modern medicine, used Apple Cider Vinegar to
fight infections, treat wounds, and alleviate
coughs.
5. Latin words Vinum + Acer and French words Vyn
+ Egre equate to this.
6. Popular in Middle Eastern and Indian cooking,
this bean creates a flour also known as gram
flour/besan, chickpea flour, and cici bean flour.
8. This family-owned company located in Vermont is
certified glyphosate-free, organic, and kosher.
They offer a popular gluten-free granola here at
the Co-op.
11. Frijoles Negros (Spanish to English)
14. Where you can find organic dried fruits, beans,
flours, and granolas downtown.

The Incredible Bulk! 
All About Bulk Foods
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African Market Baskets, a member of 
the Fair Trade Federation, works with 
artisans in Bolgatanga, Ghana and is 
wholeheartedly devoted to creating 
a positive experience for everyone 
involved. Proceeds from the baskets 
help to provide healthcare, education, and financial 
support to over 5,000 African weavers and their 
families.

Bormioli Fido Jars These beauties 
have an airtight bail and seal closure to 
hermetically seal out air and moisture. From 
freezer to countertop, use them for dry, fresh 
or leftover foods. We have one customer 
who uses them as a container for freshly 
ground peanut butter. Use your imagination. 

Eco Bags This company has been in 
business since 1989 with the simple goal 
to produce responsibly made and source 

bags at good prices, so that reusable 
becomes a way of life. “Leave no 

trace” and “do no harm” are the guiding 
principles that motivate this company to 

work with people to become agents of 
change, inviting all to join in.  

Mason Jars It all started with John Landis 
Mason, a New Jersey-born tinsmith who, 
in the 1850s, was searching for a way to 
improve the relatively new process of home 
canning. He patented the threaded screw-
top jars in 1858 so, as you can see, these 
tried and true containers have been in use 
for a long time. They are a boon for today’s 
responsible shopper. They’re affordable, 
easy to store, versatile, durable, sustainable, 
and lovely to gaze upon. 

Kei and Molly Reusable Cloth Bags
Another perfect alternative to single-use 
bags! Use them in a multitude of ways – 
for groceries, as gift bags, for traveling 
or craft projects. 100% cotton, imported 
from India/Fair Trade Manufacturer. 
Hand-painted in Albuquerque, NM, using 
water-based eco-friendly inks.

Stashers The 
endlessly reusable, 
re-sealable, silicone 
storage bag that 
replaces single-
use plastic. They 
come in really great 

colors and are perfect for storing 
a variety of foods. The 56 ounce, 
stand-up bag is good for nuts, grains 
and seeds from bulk bins. 

Low-Waste Shopping

Good for the People

We have a variety of containers available for purchase in the 
store that you might find helpful. Read on for the goodies! 
Thank you all for your ongoing support. 

Grocery Bags from Co+op 
Ideal for carrying your groceries 
out of the store!
Co+op Insulated 
 & Uninsulated Bags 
Co+op Reusable “Fresh” Totes

Bring your reusable bags and containers from home 
and receive a 5¢ credit for each one, 

every time you shop at the Silver City Food Co-op. 
As part of the effort to reduce single use plastics (and paper bags, too), 

we welcome your reusable containers!

Get Your 5¢ Container Credit!

Good for the Planet
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Lotus Center will offer a guided 10-day spring cleanse using Ayurvedic 
principles, via video links and emails. Lotus Center will offer this service on-line 
to assure that we are together as a community and take care of ourselves during 
the pandemic and seasonal transition.  
A spring cleanse is a pathway to personal renewal and rejuvenation. This is a 
great opportunity for self-care with the support of others while releasing the 
heaviness of winter.
Cleansing is based on principles of eliminating food groups that clog, slow 
down, or over-stimulate our systems. According to what foods are available in 
the spring, the cleanse focuses on foods that are seasonal and easier to assimilate 
and digest and packed with fresh nutrients. Specific Ayurvedic herbs are used 
that support digestion, detoxing and immunity. 
Ayurevedic cleansing is grounded in the belief that food is medicine. This 
knowledge is over 5,000 years old and based on the balance of foods, personal 
body constitutions - called doshas - and herbal supplements in order to promote 
good health and vitality. 
Learn more during an on-line introductory session on Wednesday, March 16 
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Additionally, an optional pre-cleanse yoga practice for a 

spring transition will be held on Monday, April 4 from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. both 
in-studio and virtually. Learn about both events by going to the Lotus Center 
website www.lotuscentersc.org and go to the events & workshops tab.
The full 10-day cleanse begins Wednesday, April 6. Ordering herbs is part of 
the process and must be done by 5:00 p.m. Friday, March 25. Lotus Center 
will order herbs and pass on bulk discount rates, or you can order herbs 
yourself. 
This is the fifth year that the Lotus Center has offered this spring cleanse, 
previously guided by Cate Bradley. Beth learned and has practiced Ayurveda 
from Cate Stillman and the Yoga Healer and the Rocky Mountain Institute of 
Yoga and Ayurveda. 
The spring cleanse is offered for an optional $25 donation to the Lotus 
Center, but no one will be turned away for lack of funds. Proceeds will 
benefit the Lotus Center community programs. 
Please contact Beth Cable at 307.745.4051 or bethcable@gmail.com for 
more information or with questions. Or go to https://lotuscentersc.org/ to 
the events & workshops tab, and to obtain the on-line links for this cleanse.

Doug Miranda•SCFC Point of Sale

Joy Kilpatrick•SCFC Receiver 

Spring Cleanse Offered Through the Lotus Center

Joy, our Silver City Food Co-op’s receiver, spends her days bending, 
lifting and moving as she checks in hundreds of products several times 
a week. Checking in orders, determining what needs to go out into the 
store, stocking, and coding invoices keeps her hustling through the day. 
Joy, going on her sixth year at SCFC, likes that her job is hands-on as she 
gets to see new products as they come in. “I guess I’m a little OCD. I love 
organizing and moving stuff around.” Organizational ability and attention 
to detail are critical skills for this position, as is an upbeat attitude, 
something that Joy has in abundance.

Meet Doug Miranda, our Point of Sale (POS) coordinator.  The POS 
department is an essential part of the store and our coordinator's job is 
to make sure that all the items we receive are accurately entered into our 
our inventory system, that the price tags on the shelves are accurate, and 
that those prices are rang up correctly when you check out at the register. 
With a changing pallet of items "on sale" every couple of weeks, our 
POS department stays very busy making sure that this process runs 
seamlessly, for the smooth operation of our store.
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SPRING EQUINOX

Ah, the shimmering poetry of 
Springtime—flowering quince and 
baby blue robins’ eggs, the promise 
of renewal, romance, never mind the 
zephyrs of Arizona dust—what’s not 
to love?

Our Spring Equinox (Autumn in 
the southern hemisphere) marks the 
midpoint in Earth’s tilting dance—a 
few days of balanced light and 
shadow. In our complex lives, it’s 
an apt moment to stop and observe 
the “edge of chaos” from Both Sides 
Now (Joni Mitchell, gracias siempre). We are creatures of 
both patterns and discoveries. So this window of balance, 
halfway between the Solstices, is a charmed opportunity to 
gaze out upon the landscape of our lives and reflect.                                                                          

And it’s an especially fruitful time to reflect on our habits—
those daily, weekly, monthly routines (stories!) that give us 
a sense of ballast. Storied routines can be healthy practices 
that help us feel grounded, connected, in integrity with our 
responsibilities. And? When not healthy? Instead of a buffer 
against stress, those habits may become a source of free-
floating anxiety, oppressive and depressing. Overtold patterns, 
rather than a strength that stabilizes, numb us to life’s natural 
changes and breakthroughs. Like Spring’s regenerating power.                                                                                                                              

At the edge of chaos, we don’t actually encounter chaos. 
It’s where we find the sublime Emergence point. Springtime 
is the cradle of emergence, a catalyst opportunity to rock 
ourselves awake. If we’re receptive, our behaviors may shift 
spontaneously, creating new space, perspective, movement.                                                                                                                                     

Thousands of years ago our ancestral sky watchers envisioned 
the ecliptic, using 12 or 13 constellations to measure one 
year’s time. Back then, the spring equinox sun rose at 
0° Aries, the Ram.1  This equinox moment is called the 
Zero point of the year. (If you enjoy the occasional rabbit 
hole, check out Charles Seife’s Zero: The Biography of a 
Dangerous Idea.) Fundamentally, zero will get you nowhere. 
And, everywhere.

Like the Zero, our Spring Equinox is a mysterious juncture, 
a portal to fresh energy and perspective. “Fostering the 

conditions for Emergence,” (as 
Tyson Yunkaporta expresses it 
in his pattern-wrecking Sand 
Talk: How Indigenous Thinking 
Can Save the World) is a master 
key for the dilemmas we’re all 
experiencing.

The Spring Zero point on our 
horizon celebrates the return 
of life and fertility. Easter is a 
latecomer to this ancient human 
reckoning. But “Easter” eggs are 
not—they’re one of our most 

ubiquitous, venerable symbols of birth and rebirth. Some 
of the oldest decorated eggs come from South Africa, dated 
at 60,000 years. In the Ukraine, 7,000 year old decorated 
ceramic eggs predate the fabulous Pysanky eggs. Goose egg, 
Zero, Emergence point—there may be a cosmic omelet in the 
making here, but the medium is the message. We must break 
some eggs if a new story is to emerge.

Finally, let us not forget our Sister Moon and her organic 
rhythm. If you apply the eight phases of the lunar cycle to 
one year then Spring Equinox corresponds to the waxing Half  
Moon.2  Our lunar plant (seeded at the Winter Solstice “New 
moon”) is ready to burst up out of the ground and discover 
a new light/life awaiting it. Photosynthesis, almost as old as 
Earth, may be the archetype of Evolution itself. Essentially, 
take a bit of energy from the Sun and keep reformulating—
retelling it.                                                                                                                                          

Now our metaphors are all gathered; plucked from natural 
law, complexity systems theory, mental health practice, 
archaeology, astronomy and math, multiculturalism and 
cyclical time. Go open a window, breathe deeply and greet the 
unexpected view.  See you there!

1Due to Precession of the Equinox, the March 20th sun 
currently rises at 4° Pisces, the Fishes. Precession of the 
Equinox is a 26,000 year cycle that reveals the synchronicity 
between the speed of the earth's rotation around the sun, and 
the speed of the Milky Way’s rotation.
2Please visit the Co-op's website www.silvercityfoodcoop.coop 
to read the GG's February article about Phases of the Moon.

© Cassandra Leoncini  2022 
TwoEaglesAstrology@gmail.com

by Cassandrra Leoncini

Spelling a New Story
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GRAB'N'GO
by Carolyn Smith

For those who work full time, it can be overwhelming to cook a well-balanced 
nutritious meal at the end of the day. Eating out every night is expensive and after 
being away all day we may just want to be home. While some of us make time 
to cook on weekends and reheat during the week, a pot of soup, a stew, a nut or 
meatloaf, lasagna or enchiladas being good options, others find it monotonous or 
even unappetizing to eat the same food all week.

One solution is to freeze the extra, in meal size portions, creating your own mini 
grocery store with all your favorites. Another is to cook basic ingredients like a 
pot of rice and a pot of beans or lentils and jazz them up with a variety of sides, 
sauces and spices. 

Set yourself up for a week of easy, diverse and delicious meals by preparing 
sauces like Kung Pao, Spicy Peanut, and Pesto in large quantities and freezing 
them in individual portions and making or having on hand a few of your favorite 
salad dressings and spice blends. 

Top plain cooked rice with Kung Pao Tofu or Chicken one night and whip up a 
side of Nutty Herby Rice on another. Thaw pesto and add it to steamed vegetables 
and pasta for a delicious Pasta Primavera. Drizzle your favorite salad dressing on 
a side of steamed broccoli or on a green salad topped with warm beans that make 
cold salads more enticing and nutritious in the wintertime. Season roasted veggies 
with an Italian, Cajun or curry spice blend for your vegetable du jour. 

Of course you can always find prepared sauces and spice blends on the shelves at 
the Co-op as well as prepared entrees, salads and sides in the Grab 'n' Go cooler, 
but I encourage you to play with food when you can; it is both fun and rewarding. 
Buen Provecho!
 

Sides, Sauces and Spices

Nutty Herby Rice
2 cups uncooked short grain brown rice
2 ½ cups water (Instant Pot), 4 cups 
water stovetop
1 bunch parsley
1 bunch green onions
½ sliced almonds
One teabag of spearmint tea
2 Tbsps. of lemon juice or more to taste
2 Tbsps. Of olive oil or more to taste
½ tsp. black pepper or more to taste
½ tsp salt or more to taste
1. Cook rice in Instant Pot following 
directions for brown rice or cook on 
stovetop until water is all absorbed ~ 
30-40 minutes
2. Add remaining ingredients and stir in. Kung Pao Sauce 

(makes ~ 6 (8 oz. containers)
2 Tbsps. crushed red peppers
1 cup lemon juice
2/3 cup sesame oil
1 cup honey
4 Tbsps. fresh ginger or 2 Tbsps. 
Ground ginger
4 Tbsps. Curry powder
1 ½ cups peanut butter
1 cup tamari
1. Add all ingredients in a food 
processor; depending on the size of your 
food processor you may need to make 
this sauce in batches. 
2. Pour mixture into 8 oz. containers 
and freeze what you will not use within 
the week.

Homemade Cajun Seasoning Recipe
• 2 tablespoons garlic powder
• 2 tablespoons Italian seasoning
• 2 tablespoons paprika
• 2 tablespoons salt
• 1 tablespoon black pepper
• 1 tablespoon cayenne pepper
• 1 tablespoon dried thyme
• 1 tablespoon onion powder
In a small bowl, whisk all ingredients together, or 
combine in a jar with a tight-fitting lid and shake to 
combine. Store covered at room temperature.

Poppy Seed Dressing 
(makes ~ 4 (8oz. containers)
½ red onion, minced
1 cup honey
1 cup olive oil
½ cup apple cider vinegar
½ lemon juice or rice vinegar
½ cup poppy seeds
Emulsify all wet ingredients together and then stir in 
poppy seeds. Pour dressing into 8 oz. containers and 
freeze extra containers.
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by Trudy Balcom

Doug, our Grocery buyer, off to Anaheim, CA 
to attend the Natural Products Expo West

• Eat more plants - products that are plant-based, 
such as meat and dairy alternatives
• Multi-stakeholder - companies whose business 
plans include social or environmental goals, such as 
addressing hunger or climate change  
• Nutrition meets convenience - products that offer 
dense nutritional benefits, such as layering herbs or 
mushrooms into ready-to-eat snacks.

Doug Smith, 
our grocery buyer extraordinare

Grandma crow
lost her voice.

"Praise be!"
crowchildren said.

Chipmunk
chewing on the voice

got wise.

a poem and a drawing by
                    Rick Stansberger

As the pandemic appears to be winding down, Doug Smith, grocery 
department buyer for the Co-op, is looking ahead to the opening 
of the new store. That means he has to plan now for what will fill 
the shelves several months from now, even though Spring is just 
emerging from hibernation. 

In order to get a line on the new products and trends and to find 
the best items for members and customers, Doug will be attending 
Natural Products Expo West, the largest trade show of its kind in the 
country, held March 8-12 in Anaheim, Calif.

“My primary focus is to find products for the new store,” Doug 
said, noting that in the new location he will have significantly more 
shelf space. “I like that it’s challenging. The industry is always 
changing,” he said of his job. 

How big is the Expo? Well, Doug will be busy checking out the 
booths of 2,791 vendors. It’s the first time the Expo has been held 
in-person since 2019, although pandemic protocols such as masking 
will still be observed.

Doug probably won’t get to see all those vendor booths. But he’s 
got a strategy and the experience necessary in order to find the 
products customers will enjoy most. He’s been the grocery buyer for 
the past six years and has been part of the Co-op staff since 2007. 
Grocery buyers are responsible for finding the shelf-stable products 
that fill our pantries.

Although he has attended other food product trade shows, Doug 
said he’s never been to the Expo.

“This is my first one…I’m super excited, the trade shows are my 
favorite part …it’s at the front end of the trend,” he said.

To get started with his fun-but-daunting challenge, Doug said he 
will begin with a list of products he gets from the brokers the Co-op 
already buys from. Then he crosses off all the products the store 
already stocks. 

Next, he looks at all of the other 
products the store could be 
purchasing; looking for items 
that are organic, sourced from the 
local region, cost effective and, of 
course, customer requests. Those 
guidelines will help him choose 
new products for the store from 
the thousands of items at the Expo 
and build relationships with new 
suppliers. The new store will have 
four times as much shelf space for 
grocery items, Doug says, so there 
is plenty of room to expand the 
product line-up.

What kinds of items will be 
trending at the Expo? According 
to industry publications such 
as supermarketnews.com and 
newhope.com, trends that are 
emerging based on the companies that are registered to exhibit 
at the show include:

“I’m really focusing on how I can push further the diversity [of 
products] in our store,” Doug said. “That’s what we’re here for, 
to serve our customers,” he added.
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Round Up 2022

Adding compost to garden soil improves soil health by providing 
food for the organisms in the soil that help release nutrients to plants. 
Organic matter also makes sandy soil hold water better, helps clay 
soil drain water faster, and buffers soil pH levels.

Although you can add organic matter to the soil in its raw form, such 
as grass clippings, chopped leaves, hay, straw, pine needles, and peat 
moss, it's best to compost it first. Finished compost is organic matter 
that has decomposed into a dark, rich, earthy-smelling material. 
Use it to mulch trees and shrubs, top-dress the lawn, build up the 
vegetable or annual flower garden beds, or improve the soil around 
perennial flowers.

You can buy bulk and bagged compost in many localities, but why 
not make your own? You can recycle organic yard waste, such as 
grass clippings and dried leaves, save on the amount of material you 
send to the landfill, and save money. If you build the pile properly, 
the soil bacteria goes into a feeding frenzy, and the pile heats up. The 
end result is rich compost.

Building a Compost Pile
You can build a compost pile in a variety of ways. The simplest 
technique is to buy or build a 3- to 4-foot wide container. The bins 
are more visually attractive than large, open piles, and they often 
compost faster. If you have the room, you can build a free-form pile 
or series of piles to make lots of fresh compost. Whichever method 
you choose, the process is the same. You'll be mixing carbon- and 
nitrogen-rich organic materials with some water to make it heat up 
and break down. Here are the steps you should follow.
1. Add a brown layer.
Start by adding a 4- to 6-inch layer of brown (dry, carbon-rich) 
materials on the bottom of the container. Good brown materials 
include dried leaves, hay, and straw.
2. Add a green layer.
Add a 2- to 4-inch-thick layer of green (moist, nitrogen-rich) 
materials on top of the brown. Green materials include fresh grass 
clippings, vegetable kitchen scraps, and manure. Avoid using any 
herbicide-treated grass clippings. If you don't have enough green 
materials on hand, add a cup or two of a granular, high-nitrogen 
fertilizer, such as alfalfa meal or blood meal.
3. Moisten.
Wet each layer as you build the pile to accelerate the composting 
process. Add enough water for the layers to be moist but not soggy.
4. Alternate layers.
Alternate the layers of brown and green materials until you fill the 
container or bin.

5. Cover it up.
Cover the container with a lid or 
tarp. The cover keeps animals and 
rain out of the compost. If the pile 
gets too wet, it won't heat up and 
break down properly.
6. Turn it.
Depending on the weather and 
season, after a week or two the 
pile should heat up. The heat 
indicates that soil microorganisms 
are breaking down the organic 
matter in the pile. Once the 
center of the pile cools, move 
the outside materials into the 
center of the pile and the center 
materials to the outside of the pile 
with a shovel or garden fork. The pile should heat up again. Continue 
turning every few weeks.

After a few months, you should have finished compost with a dark 
color, earthy smell, loose and crumbly texture, and little of the 
original organic materials visible.

If you want to compost kitchen scraps in winter in a cold climate, try 
setting up a worm bin composting system. You can place worm bin 
composters in the basement or even under the kitchen sink. Simply 
feed the worms fresh kitchen scraps, and they will slowly turn them 
into worm juice and worm compost. The compost and worm juice 
(liquid from the compost) are great additions to houseplants and 
container plants. You can also make your own compost tea from 
finished compost.

How Much to Use?
Once you've created your compost, you'll need to spread it. How 
much you use depends on the type of garden. For a new vegetable 
garden on poor soil, add a 4- to 6-inch layer and turn it into the 
existing soil before planting. For established vegetable or annual 
flower gardens, add a 1- to 3-inch layer every spring. Around trees 
and shrubs, add a 3-inch layer around or beyond the drip line of 
the plant each spring. On lawns, top-dress with a 1/2-inch layer of 
compost in fall. Rake it in with an iron rake. While most container 
gardens use potting soil exclusively, you can add one-quarter 
compost by volume to add more fertility to the pot.

Information courtesy of the National Gardening Association
                             www.garden.org.

Composting 101
by National Gardening Association
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   From Your Board . . .

Board of Directors
Shanti Ceane/President
  Board Term: 2022-2025

Julianna Flynn/Member
  Board Term: 2019-2022

 Gwen Lacy/Vice Pres.
  Board Term: 2019-2022 board.scfc@gmail.com

Our email address:

Tuan Tran/Secretary
  Board Term: 2020-2023

Sandy Lang/Member
  Board Term: 2022-2025

Paul Slattery/Member
  Board Term: 2022-2025

David Burr/Treasurer
Board Term: 2022-2024

Leo Andrade/Member
Board Term: 2022-2024

The SCFC Board of Directors 
meets the fourth Wednesday of 
each month on Zoom. Please 
email the Board for more informa-
tion.
Ten minutes is set aside at the be-
ginning of every board meeting 
for member comments.  The time 
will be divided evenly among 

those members who would like 
to speak.  If ten minutes is insuf-
ficient, a special meeting may be 
called on another day.  If a mem-
ber wants more time, they can 
contact the president and ask to be 
added to the agenda.  Please make 
this request at least one week be-
fore the meeting.

Board Meeting Schedule

Tuan Tran
Secretary

Leo Andrade
Member

Paul Slattery
Member

Shanti Ceane
President

Julianna Flynn
Member

Gwen Lacy
Vice President

Sandy Lang
Member

David Burr
Treasurer

B6 - Staff Treatment and Compensation Interpretation

Board Policy Bingo!

Part of our ongoing series of board policies, B6 refers to staff treatment and 
compensation. Like many others this policy is currently reported on once a 
year. Note however that the GM is the board’s only employee, if there is a 
personnel matter needing attention outside of reporting the GM will alert 
the president and report in executive session. 
 “The GM must not treat staff in any way that is unfair, unsafe, or unclear.” 
This is the overarching theme of the policy, and its goal is to promote 
fair, safe and clear treatment for staff, and clarifies the board’s role in the 
process.
Here are the other elements within the policies, with 
interpretation:
• The GM must not operate without written personnel policies that clarify 
rules for staff, provide a fair and thorough handling of workplace conflicts 
(the board is not included in the daily operations of the coop nor as a 
participant in the conflict resolution process), are accessible to all staff, 
inform staff that employment is neither permanent nor guaranteed and 
encourage employees to report unethical or illegal behavior.
 The written personnel policies are contained in the employee handbook. In 
2021, the general manager, and management team, released a new, updated 
version of the employee handbook. The revisions were made to simplify, 
and clarify some of the policies. The board of directors agreed that revising 
the handbook was a positive improvement, and approved of the updated 
version. As in the past, all new employees are given a copy of the employee 
handbook, and they confirm that they understand and agree to abide by the 
handbook. Employees have been encouraged to submit ideas for additions 
and changes to the handbook.   
Workplace conflicts are handled internally, and per our polices, the board 
only gets involved if things rise to illegal behavior. 
• The GM must not prevent any employee from reporting unethical 
or illegal activity to the board, or discriminate or retaliate against any 
employee for reporting unethical or illegal behavior or activity.
How do we make sure there’s no illegal or unethical activity going on? 
Well, we hire the best person for the job to start. Staff can contact the board 

concern coordinator if they want to report something illegal or unethical 
at board.scfc@gmail.com. The Concern Coordinator will report to the 
board and they will collectively decide how to proceed, as warranted. 
Any reportings are treated as confidential and are protected by the 
Whistleblower policy and statute.  
• The GM must not cause or allow personnel policies to be inconsistently 
applied.
The policies in the employee manual should be applied consistently, or the 
GM must report non-compliance.
• The GM must not provide for inadequate documentation, security and 
retention of personnel records and all personnel related decisions.
Personnel-related decisions and personnel records must be documented 
and kept in a adequately secure location. Any breach must reported to the 
board.
• The GM must not establish compensation and benefits that are internally 
or externally inequitable.
This would relate to fair compensation within the Co-op among 
employees and compared to external companies. If the GM feels this is not 
in compliance, they will report it to the board.
• The GM must not operate without a clear and periodic review process.
Employee evaluations must happen on a regular basis. If this is not 
occurring, then the GM must report this to the board, and give reasons 
why it is not happening.
• The GM must not change the GM’s own compensation and benefits, 
except as those benefits are consistent with a package for all other 
employees.
 The GM cannot give themselves a pay raise, and cannot just give 
themselves benefits unless the other employees are also given benefits.

As you can see, as per our policies and hands on interpretation of reports, 
the board places a lot of trust in the GM to self-report.  The board works 
directly with the GM to ensure compliance with this and all policies.  



Tierra Farms
White Turkish Apricots

reg $7.39#
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listed prices

     March 

March 2 - March 29
20% OFF! 

Members Only Specials

Co-op Deals 
 flyers 

available 
on our website

www.silvercityfoodcoop.coop
and at the front of the store

Bela
Sardines Peri Peri

4.23 oz
reg $3.69

Kyolic
Immune Formula 103

100 caps
reg $15.99

African Baskets
Various 
• sizes • 

• shapes •
• prices •

Hummingbird
Organic Black Beans

reg $2.39#

Chatham Village
Garlic & Butter Croutons

5 oz
reg $2.69

HiBar
Conditioner Bar

2.9 oz
reg $10.99

Grandpa's
Pine Tar Soap

3.25 oz
reg $3.99

Castello Fontina
Danish Style Cheese

8 oz
reg $5.79

Continuing 
                            Members Only 

                                                     Special
20% 
OFF! 

Natural Balance
Happy Camper

60 VegCaps
reg $19.99

Vita Coco
Coconut Oil

14 oz
reg $9.19

HiBar
Shampoo Bar

2.9 oz
reg $10.99

Henry & Lisa's
Salmon Burgers

12.8 oz
reg $8.99


